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I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In response to the Trnvelsafc Committee Re pclrt No, 51 - report .gin fhe iinc'uiry into
Automatic Number Plate Pee Tuition Tcchnol0 it was rcconnocndecl that the

' _
11y

Queensland Police Service continue to trial the deployment of ANPR tecllzno'ocy for traffic
enforcement work and to evaluate the road safety impacts and operational effectiveness oftlh:e
technology As such, the purpose of this report is to pros idc an independent evaluation of a
trial of ANPR that was conducted by a project team within the State Traffic Support Br anch
of theQucensland Police Service (QT'S) and provide recoinimenclatIons as to the applicability
and usability of the technology for use throughout Queensland.

As^iPT technology is inci-easinglybeing used in other. jurisdiction ; to target illegal behaviours
such as unlicensed driving, unregistered and uninsured driving and traffic fine defaulting. In
addition, the Travelsafe Committee (2007) identified the potential for ANPR to target
speeding, fatigue offences among heavy vehicle drivers , and the non-compliance of
provisional drivers with relevant restrictions, In the current trial of ANPR, four offences
were targeted . They included unlicensed drivers . unregistered vehicles, stolen number plates
and stolen vehicles. These four behaviours were chosen as per Recommendation 2 of the
Parliamentary Travelsafe Committee Report No. S1. Specifically. the scope of the current
trial was "The Queensland Police Service will conduct tropic e:nftrrccment trials of this
technology , using the Department of Tsunsport and Main hoads' databa se of unro-isture d
vehicles and the Queensland Police Service's Vehicle of Interest dutabasc- of`stolen vehicles,
wanted vehicles and vehicles used by or registered to wanted of missin persons
( Department of Transport and Main Roads , 2009).

The current report contains both a process and an outcome evaluation. The process evaluation
of ANPR technology for this report was undertaken through two methods . The first was
through direct observation of the operation of the A"TPP, system used during the trial
deployments. The second was though t e use of a survey distributed to the police officers in
each district that participated in the ANPR tr ial. The outcome evaluation focused on the data
collected during the deployments as well as a study of the characteristics from a random
sample ofthe offenders detected during; the operation.

The evaluation of the ANPR triiil deployments has demonstrated that ANPR technolo gy is of
benefit for use in rood traffic policing operations . The. ANPR teclnulo(Ty proved useful in
targeting, offences that toe considered to he detrimental to road sLifcty in Q ueensland , for
which the current counter easur 'es are loss than ideal The henetits of the A NT R technology
can be summarised into, two cate °gornies; i) detection of offences and ii ) deten'ence: of
offending behaviours.

From the evaluations undertaken in this report 1""O n' data provided by the ANFP. Proje ct team,
it is recommended that 4 ATh techno/o,'I' he utr•cnluc cl /tit ^r ct /Jib pof tiny r^ ^E rurirrrt, 1r
Queensland. The ANPR system affords substantial it mprovenrents over the current
technology for detecting unlicensed drivers, both in terms of the detection ability and the
operational efficiency and the deterrence value of the technology has the potential to
positively impact on road safety.

It is recommended that the operating procedures . site selection and staffinresources
AhlPR operations ensure that punishment avoidance episodes are minimised . The procedures
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must adequately address the situations where potential offenders are able to drive thorough
high visibility operations without hoing intercepted.

It is recommended that ANPIR operations should not take away resources from existing
effective traffic policing strategies, such as RBT. Rather ANPR is another technolosy that
can be undertaken in conjunction with other traffic policing operations. ANPR is just one
tool in the toolbox for traffic policing operations, with each tool having specific applications
for detection and deterrence or specific offending behaviours.

It is recommended that the issues of data security management and privacy safeguards, as
raised by the Travelsafe Committee (2008), are adequately addressed and the legislation,
governing/relatintg to the use of ANPR should be the subject of further consideration, It is
important that operating procedures eonfitan to the requirements of the existing legislation,

It is recommended that methods for reducing licence plate thefi and licence plate cloning be
investigated. The introduction of ANPR technolo<gy in Queensland has the potential to
increase the frequency of these offences, as was the case in the UK after the introduction of.
ANPR(Traveisnfe Committcc. 2008).

It is recommended that further consideration he given to the introduction of compulsory
carriage of licence for open licence holders in Queensland, to facilitate Ynore routine licence
checking. The lack of compulsory carriage of licence is seen as a potential issue which may
limit the effectiveness of the ANPR technology for the detection and deterrence of unlicensed
driving.

It is recommended that APR be supported by an on-going public education campaign in
order to maximise the likely general deterrence effect.

Finally, it is recommended that on-Going evaluation be undertaken in order to.
• identify the appropriate level of resources to be devoted to ANPR relative to other

enforcement operations; and.
to fine tune ANPR practices.
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2 REPORT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

In response to the Travelsafe Committee Report No. 51 „ report on the inquiry into
Automatic Number Plate Recognition Technology -, it was reconirnendcd that the
Queensland Police Serv ice continue to trial the deployment of ANCR teclrnoloov for trarMI c
enforcement work and to evaluate the road safety impacts and t_>Iwerational effectiveness ofthe
technology, . As such , the purpose of this report is to praside an iii pe dent ecCiuntrOD u a

trial of ANPR thatNvas conducted be a p:'n e team ;';rtlTiu t 11 e: st tL Trafrii . ]pl7c,it Mali !}
of the Queensland Police Service (QPS) and provide recommendations as to tire applicability
and usability of the technology for use throughout Queensland.

'While it is acknowledged that ANPR can he used to detect and prevent a wide range of
criminal behaviour. the purpose of the current report is to evaluate a recent trial using tlie
technology by QPS. Al such. this report will primarily be limited to the road safety,
applications of this tec'mnloey as applied in the trial. 'T'his focus is in keeping with the
research interests and expertise of the authors.

2.1 What is ANPR?
Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) or Automatic Licence Plate Recognition
(ALPR) technology employs a camera and Optical Character Recd rliticixi (OCR) soft ynt'e to
capture all image of a vehicle ' s nunTher plate and concert it to a text string of totters and
numbers . ANPR technology works best with digital images and, as Constant (2003) states, to
ensure the n aximum utilisation of the ANPR technolorv, an infrared camera should be used,
so that number plate images can be captured in low light, and at night time. Once the number
plate has been 'read ' the string is logged and erns, re1'erer;c d against a relevant database in
order to detenninte whether the number plate appears n itliin that database, Infonlintion such
as whether the Vehicle is registered, insured, stolen, or is registered to an ru llc.ensed diiver
can be stored within the database.

2.2 The Role of ANPR in Road Safety
In order to establish the likely road safety benefits of ANTPR it is important to consider the
role of traffic law enforcement and how its effectiveness nine he enhanced by the use of the
technology, Over recent decades, a growing body of literature has emerged indicating that
traffic policing programs, particularly in conjunction with publicity campaigns, can prove
very cost-effective in reducing road trauma. Indeed, Australia has attracted i.inteiniational
attention for the success of policing programs such as:

Random Breath Testing (RJ3T) (eg, Homel, 1988; Watson, Fraine & Mitchell. 1994:
Henstridge, l onlel & Tvlaclcay. 1997);

0 red light cameras (en. Queensland Transport, 1905);

speed cameras (eg; Camer;on, Cavallo & Gilbert. 1992; Delaney. Diamantopoulou &
Cameron. 2003); and

randomly scheduled traffic policing (cg..Newstcad, Cameron & Leguuett, 2001 ).
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A key feature of successful Traffic pobcing programs is their capacity to increase the
population's perceived risk of being apprehended for bieakintu the road rules (Ilonrci, 1986.

Zaal, 1994). in this record, South (1998. p,76) has m--,Lied that the, "reduction in the
road toll .. , has arguably been the most successful example of public action to n,uninluise a
social problem in Australia, and 'tl ere is solid evidence that general deterrence programs have
played a major role. '

Drawing on the work of -lome1 (1091), it has been argued that traffic law enforcement
operations are most effective when they are:

unpredictable in their timing and location;

deployed in a widespread (ubiquitous) manner to ensure a broad coverage of the road
network, and

• difficult for drivers to avoid when encountered (Watson et al,, 1994, 1996).

While it is beyond the scope of the current report to rev iew a number of theoretical issues that
assist in understanding the influence of these programs on driver behaviour, a detailed review
of deterrence theory and hallmarks of successful traffic law enforcement operations can he
found elsewhere (see Watson & Walsh, 2008).

ANPR technology is increasingly being used in other jurisdictions to target illegal behaviours
such as unlicensed driving, unregistered and uninsured driving and traffic fine def aulting. In
addition ,. the Travelsafe Committee (2007).identified the potential for ANPR to target
speeding, fatigue offences among heavy vehicle drivers, and the non-compliance of
provisional drivers with relevant restrictions . In the current trial of ANPR, four offences
were targeted . They included unlicensed drivers, unregistered vehicles, stolen number plates
and stolen vehicles. These four behaviours were chosen as per Recommendation 2 of the
Parliamentary Travelsafe Committee Report No. 51. Specifically , the scope of the current
trial was "The Queensland Police Service will conduct traffic enforcement trials of this
technology. using the Department of Transport and Main Roads' database of unregistered
vehicles and ' tle Queensland Police Service ' s Vehicle of Interest database of stolen vehicles,
wanted vehicles and vehicles used by or registered to wanted or missing persons
(Department of Transport and Main Roads, 2009).

3 THE CUR RENT EVALUATION

3.1 Process Evaluation
The process evaluation of ANPR technology for this report was undertaken thronub two
methods, The first was through direct observation (by the first and second authors) of the
operation of the ANPR system used during the trial deployments. The second was thou eh the
use of a survey distributed to the police officers in each district that par`1icipated in the ANPR
trial. The survey was developed by the ANPR Project team for the purposes of the ANPR
trial evaluation.
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3.1,1 Equipment Used
During the ANPRtr ial, the following equip ment^^ as used;

* Aspect Autol it , comprising the ANPR software ( OCR software) and a Pcnaso?iie
Touglrbook Laptop computer ( a water and dust resistant laptop with a mztgj)csiu'fl
alloy case and mechanical shock protection)

* PIPS Technology P362 Camera. surrounded by an illuminator consisting of a ring of
infra -red LEDs, and housed within a metal sluoud . The P362 actually comprises two
cameras, one black and white and one infrared , The carries Ns a 25min focal length
ensuring high infra-red sensitivity with both lenses configured to read number plates.
The camera includes a patented filter combined with flash techniques which can
suppress headli ghts, bright sunlight and .other variable light comditiorts

RAPID ANPR sofa are

The RAPID end- user ilnter race was obtained front the Australkin Federal Police via an inter
setvice'agreement for tile duration ofthe pro le.et. There are many different ead-user interface
versions available , all of which can be altered to meet speciiiL needs of the, aser; ROWevetr
RAPID was selected as it met the needs of the ANPR trim in terms of case of use and
statistical data collection abilities . During the trial it was used in conjunction with the Aspect
Auto pit ANPR softw are.

3.1,2 Equipment Setup
All the trial deployments were conducted with the camera. mounted on a three-way tripod
]lead and placed eitlier on a tripod beside an unmarked vehicle; or mounted onto the vehicle
with a suction-cup mount. The three-way head has separate locking controls and. rotational
movement on each axis allowing precise adjustment, The camera was connected to the
Toughbook laptop computer with a cable. The ANPR operators were located inside the
unmarked vehicle, with one operator monitoring tl,c computer and the other observing
passing traffic and'cornmunicutmg with the, intercepting officers.

A Site Safety/Suitability cliocklist was developed by the ANPR. Project team to record details
relating to the setup of the ANNPR system. The checklist also recorded the location of each
deployment and the OFI&S controls that Were lnrt in place at cacti deplosin nt sitc", The
camera was setup and tire. AN PR operators evaluated the positiorming by the aceuracv Of the
character matching being achieved by the system, The ANPR operators used their own
judgement to determine if the system was not aehics ing a ;`eat ollabie degree of accuracy, and
adjusted the setup *if required to improve the character matching nccui,acv, This was done in
conjunction with the capabilities of the ANPR software when detenniriing appropriate angles,
For example, when setting up the equipment it has a capability of being able to preview reads
of number plates, From this, the angle can be altered / corrected to ensure that the camera is
at the optimum position to allow for accurate reads.

Constant (2003 stresses the importance of both it vest"sng in good quality technology and in
taking the time and effort to ensure that the ontire system is candgured for optimal image
capture. These factors include, but sire not ]milted to, assessiru the level of illumination, the
camera angle. and the shutter speed. Consrant (2003) claims that lie has ecper ienced
instances where number plate recognition rates have leapt from 30ti'A40% to neatly 1000,'n
when the camera angle has been adjusted, When developing Standard operation procedure;:
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for widespread ANPR deployment in Queensland, the importance of correct camera setup

must be addressed in order to ensure that the system is as accurate as possible in the char cter
matching process. An optimal can era setup will reduce the workload on the ANPR. operators

by milainising the frequency of inaccurate character matching which requires manual

intervention by the operator to correct,

3.1.3 Sites Chosen
The physical sites chosen for the .ANPR trial were sel ected from a list of SiteS th at were
already deemed sui table iota other eperahionS, sucl-, its RIPT ur speed eanictu operations or

o ther static site interception op erations. many of the sites Were laic- a!)TT(ved, Some

w e sites svere selected in consultation s pith the officer swere specifically selected for ANPR. Tli
in eachdistrict that participated in the trial. The Site Safety/Suitability checklist, developed
by the ANPR Project team , was used at each deploym ent and the OHMS controls in place at
each deployment site were recorded.

Whilst undertaking the deployments it was found that some of the sites were not suitable for
ANPR operations. One of the reasons was the OH&S issues with regard to stopping traffic on
a cual lane carriage way. Another issue experienced at some deployments was that after a
period of operation of the ANPR svsteii1, and the subsequent vehicle intercepts from the
ANPR 'hits it was found there was not sufficient room to stol} vehicles, simply because of
the number of vehicles were already parked on the side of the road due to enforcement action,
Some of the comments from the officers in relation to this point were:

(lie 2 tinac'e' I was involved in £VTPR, we more or less ended up with a used c rt-

i1 c'ird, where ofjer ck'r<s iiarc palled offilna road and rc/iicles were lwinng pctllcedt(17

cinddoii'n (lie street, due In milicensed, irnreg and vnninsu reg.

"ft ))"w ind be ,; recrt dire heel it hig,enou rli area win enough stuff to do a combined

oj,erattlwn, but lo -isllccllfly it u'otiJJ he a nighii nave. Th er'e^1i'ould he cars

evert where. "

"There were a lot ofg-ood 'ites, that we u •e jar oilier operations, Mat wer'erl't,rtriteible
elite to the traffic hailig 17rtrltiple lanes -

ANPR technology brings with it some unique requirements in terms of site characteristics,
While the technology is capable of capturing the number plates of vehicles in multiple lanes
of traffic, similar to speed cameras, intercepting vehicles in multiple lanes increases the
OH&S risks for the intercepting officers. As rioted above, ANPR operations have the
potential to result in a large number of vehicles being intercepted and removed from the road,
and future ANPR sites would have to take this factor into account. Alternately, the duration
of the ANPR operations could be reduced, so that no one particular site becomes

overcrowded. This would allow officers to target several sites for shorter durations, which
may eliminate the overcrowding experienced when deployments occur over several hours at
the same site. It is considered that these issues he addressed when developing standard
operating procedures for widespread ANPR deployment in Queensland.
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3.1.4 Data fields formally captured and stored

The data fields that were captured during the ANPR trial were as fc_ hour

Photograph of the vehicle licence piate

• OCR 'read' of the vehicle licence plate from the photo

• Time and Date ofthe •ire:ad'

• The cate4eory of alnrn, ass ociaated with the ANPR 'hit' (c u, ;nnreei
prinaarylsecondaIN owner uidliceased),.

ered vehicle, or

No identifiable information in relation to the registered owner's of vehicles was displayed or
recorded after an ANPR `read`. This was done for privacy and security of data reasons, The
first time a police officer was aware of the identity of the driver and/or registered owner/s of
a vehicle was when the vehicle was intercepted and investigations commenced.

The way in which the ANPR camera was setup resulted in the capture, of images in a vent
specific tar ;et area. The camera was setup to focus on the area of vehicles were the licence
plates Would typically be located, This had implications when licence plates were in a non-
standard position, such as high up on the rear of four , heel drives and for accessot7' licence
plates (such as bike carriers). The .NPR camera did not record a fill image of the target
vehicle and the dri 'er of the vehicle could not be identified from the recorded images,

3.1.5 Format in which the data is captured
The data was captured in an electronic foinaat on a `Tou)bbook' laptop computer. All the
data fields that were captured through the RAPID end-user interface were stored in the
software's database. The data file format was a proprietary file type specific to the ANPR
system software, This proprietary file type could not be opened and read by commonly
available prog^raiaas, such as word processing or spreadsheet aI.}lalicatiotins, thereby further
restricting access to the data.

3,1.6 System Protocols

5.1.6,1 Security of Data

The database used for the trial was a combination of data from the Department of Transport
and Main Roads (DTMR) database of Unregistered vehicles and the Queensland Police
Service Vehicleof Interest database. During the early stones of the trial, the encrypted ant.l
password protected database was physically collected from the DTMR. MINDA Unit two to
three times a week and then uploaded onto the ,NPR Laptop. This process was eventually
fide-tuned so that the database was transfen-ed from the DT'VIP,, to QPS secure` fileserver on a
daily basis. The latest available database file could then be retrieved by the ANPR Project
officers daily, anywhere in the state, before the commealcententofa deployment. The ANPR
Project officers had authorisation to access the data and could decrypt and open the database
file. The database file/s were traa-asferred to the Toraghbook laptop computer used for the trial
and imported into 'the Aspect AutoKit and RAPID :APR software, The Tou.glabocik Laptop
and database access was restricted to the ANP'R Project officers directly involved in the-
A PR trial deployments. Access to the laptop was secured through logota credentials and a
password protected screen saver/lock.
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31,6.2 Capture of Images

It was possible to transfer captured images from the Touyiibook laptop to a s cuie filcrervet
when necessary, for example for evidentiary purposes . Access to the secure `.ileser , was
restricted to authorised persons only: in this case ANPR Project Officers. The ANPPR laptop
was not able, to be connected to the QPS network. and therefore captured inraoes could not be
accessed other than via the ANPR laptop or the secure fileservcr (both of vviricl l are access
limited), in order to minimise the possibility of security lbreaaches.

3.1,7 Readability and accessibility of the data
In the RAPID ANP R system software , the data was arranged in a table format with the image
of the vehicle licence plate and the OCR 'read' alpha numeric characters from the image, If
an ANPR `hit' was detected from the OCR cliaiacters, then. these characters (the vehicle
licence plate number) were displayed in red to distinguish this .I NPR read from others in the
table,

Captured data consisted of a picture of the front of the vehicle and a di vitalised image of the
number plate (known as a `patch' plate image). It is important to note that that the ima e
capture was focused licence plate and NOT' on the occupants of the vehicle.lnaIuded on the
picture of the vehicle was information pertaining to the vehicle and type of ANPR 'hit' or
`alann' and therefore the potential offence. cate4.;ory, as well as the time and date-essential
information should the image be subsequently required for evidentiary ptuToses. Again, it is
important to note that NO identifying infornmation, such as names, address etc were included,

The captured data was only able to be subsequently opened and read by the ANPR system
software. There was no transmission of the captured data from the laptop computer which
was utilised during the trial. Further the laptop configuration prevented connection to the
QPS network. Access to the laptop computer used during the trial was restricted to the
officers from the ANPR Project team whom were directly involved in the supervision of the
ANPRtrial.

3.1.8 Resources utilised at the deployments
The deployments typically involved the inclusion of two officers from the ANPR Project
team in conjunction with a number of district officers. The number of district officers
involved varied at each deployment due toresourcing and timing issues ol'tlrc ANPR trial. In
order to maximise the use of the district officers, RBT was also perforlnec3 at the majority of
deployments . This was undertaken, in order to maximise the use of available resources at
any one time. Additionally, on a small number of deploy- eats, LIDAR based speed
enforcement was also conducted at the interception sites; again to maxi -vise the use of
available resources.

The results from the survey of police officers involved with the trial indicated that the actual
operation of the ANPR system required minimal stafing. The vast majority (91%) of the
participants believed that the staffing numbers required to operate the ANPR technology were
an effective use of resources. Some of the officer's comments on this thence were:

"Provides Lill i772777ediate Il G1f f e resp onse' with nii19i7nni ,cttjfyfing resources.

"It 1w/ ps in the. morn 'd'/flcien/ use of f l lile resow-G eS and rlnaxhnll,SeS the. deieciion Of

offei'ic1e i ' llwlaving en-011lud on 1116 rood 79C'hl l)l'k
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:t.A'TR creis us a ii/re), to Iclenii/i ' un/ccc rrsc^^l r/Gytianafllir d cfr ve, cinc/ artrrrg%sterc^cl
vehicles. Studies have Shown that rec dil'ict Traffic ii1fc'71elers° oft-11 fic/f r'nrc) this
category iid aarc? gfien involved in tiofliC. ,-1.Ar1?12 Clifol'ct' the= i)oportuninn'
to ic/c. i ti -' these' Ofihilde>rs using at Inr(luh/c rcrhrlo 1oc ' in cc I-ecc t ) , e c'th'e^ri1 t
rrranne^r. "

By des i gn, the ANPR technology requires very little human intervention durin g operation,
with the bulk of the Work perform ed by the system. A nnaximum of to o officers are required
to operate the system , with one superv ising the results generated by the software matching
process, and co rrecting manu ally if necessary, and the second off cer per"orritng the

h, the iiitere:eptinc officer, and rccori ill7i, inF 1'liuitloll n,, here nccessclry;

The additioiltl resources required to undertake an ANPR iTcratioa were in the rn jonty
considere d to be an acceptable use of resources by the officers that participated in the trials.

While the actual operation. of the ANPR systen') requires Few resources, the interception
operations may require a considerable number. The potential for offenders who register a
`hit' to drive through an ANPR operation and nOt he inicrcepte.d is ni'particul ar concern,
Watson (2004). in his survey of unlicensed d1ris-ing offenders, found that punishment
avoidance was positively associated with the frequency of unlicensed driving and the
intention to drive unlicensed in the future, If the interceptine nnihJcers at an ANPR ope•atiinz
site are all busy and an offender is not intercepted , the resulting purn sliment avoidance
experience can potentiall y result in increas ing the frequency of that offenders illegal
behaviour. This is a factor that must be considered wvlien establishing ANPR operating
procedures and staffing resources for ANPR operations . This is considered to be especially
important during the initial stages of foruual ANPR operations , as it is expected that a
considerable numbers of drivers will be intercepted due to ANPR ' hits' when the syst(ml is
initially introduced . However, staffing could reasonably be expected to reduce as the
deterrent effects of widespread ANPR operations start to halve all effect on the frequency of
drivers offending behaviouurs. For further information see \Vatson and Walsh (2Q08)..

3.1.9 Difference between ANPR specific vs joint operations

.Prior to the commencement of the trials, a vehicle was fitted vith an ANPR. sys-ieni to allow
trials of the technology in the vehicle mounted mobile mode, HO,svevel due to other
operational constraints there were no mobile deployments under-tall-en during the ANPR trial.
As this method of deployment was not undertaken during thy, trial it is not evaluated in this
report. The evaluation of ANPR technology in this report is therefore limited to an
evaluation ofANPR technology used in a static mode,

It proved to be very difficult to have formal joint operations undertaken (Le, in conjunction
with an RBT Booze Bus Operation with appropriate. site selection and resourcing and the
necessary ANPR resourcing necdedi clue to resourcing and timing issues associated with the
trial. This could very well be it different situation if a particular wort; unit has permanent

access to ANPR. Whilst all deployments during, the trial were considered stand-alone, car-
based RBT was also perib med at the majority of deployments, As mentioned previously,
this is common practice whenever there arc static inteleepdons undertaken. in order to
maximise the use of available resources at any one time. As a result in some deployments all
vehicles passing through the site were intercepted by police and Rh'F perfonued path the
ANPR system being used to alert the intercepting officers of any ANPR alarms on a
particular vehicle allowing therm to itbliow this up while the v;1hiele was gulled over.
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The responses from the survey of police officers involved as ith the trial generally supported
the combined use with other operations, such as Booze Bu,,; , RDT aiid LlDAR%Di4,icarn, as
the most effective way to deploy the ANPR technology. However it was also considered by
more than half of the participants that there are situations in which stand-alone ANPR
operations would be the most effective way to deploy the technology. The co-mrnents in
support of stand -alone operations generally revolved around either i) having specific tunes or

locations for stand-alone ANPR operations, or ill that the area required to undertake

combined operations is potentially significant, thus limiting the locations in which combined

operations Could oo ordci'taken. Sonic of the o 11,111, to ,,;"'Teats on tills them4

".Stand alone opercrli^,,r7s^ would b ^ bes t en'id ioore pr r^c-lticttl'c clruin 1aea/ flours
i07; 3 0-09:30, I? P0-14. (I (l crt2tl 16,°3P 1 <5': ; 0 Ito1,^t s), I^ur in other° times t f the
dov it would he host to use ANPR in conjunction T ith otlr'r ,str•crte ie,ssac h as our
1r11Cr's ectiorl 0JJe rctt1Urr.S'.

"1 ihinkthere `s an oppar'tutlit,i, for this h? both of the gforementioned [stand alone and
combined .ANPR], 1)7,0 1i / 'd that .szt jicieirt stafin can he sbur-cccl so as not to
eonrlarcrrtr %se the efficienc ies available to 617V of'r,rw ado ilfe;st As an QIC I'd love
to have an ANPR unit atappproctch to my RB'7', RDT line or Dig-cam site to detect
other o f f'erlces;

"I t77in7k slcnyd 411o17e r ,' oulcl be bcs't crs /he 2 limes / itjcts hn'oli'ecl in r1.A'PR. w e more or
less ended rrp mUir/I cr used cal, vctr(l, )vhci•c 9//crrt'cis iceve palled q//tire road and
vchicles mi'c horn ,(^pcmked rrp utr(l dolor the srreL't, Clue to unlicensed, Urrrr" and
wiins t 'eel. &'ing conibinedrritlr Gi booze bars uperatioir, Lvozsld aced a lot orate
space clird morci officer-s,_

"It would he greal Y 'we had er big enovl^;h urea and enour-l7 stq/J'to c/o a combined
operation , but logistically it wou ld d be a nightrnuire . 1'herro )would be car s
everyivher'e,

It is considered that the use of ANPR in both stand-alone operations caskd the use of ANPR
combined with other high intensity traffic work are both effective ways to utilise ANPR
technology , As mentioned previously there is concern however if the staffing of combined
operations are inadequate. resulting in offenders who register an ANPR 'hit' driving through
without being intercepted . The resulting punishment avoidance experience can potentially

increase the frequency of that offender's illegal behaviour (for further information see
Watson & Walsh , 2008).

it is also considered that stand-alone ANPR operations have the advantage of being relatively
mobile, with minim al time required for setup of the system. Therefore stand-alone ANPR

operations can quickly wove from one location to the next, several times over a clay or shift,
This is important as evidence suggests that the randomised deployment of policing resoulc:es

serves to establish and maintain the perception among drivers that a police vehicle could be,

located somevhlrerre along a road at any time,, whilst maintaining uncertainty . about the exact

location (Newstcad, Cameron , & Lcgs,ett. 2001; Watson et a]., 1996), In effect, drivers
exposed to such enforcement will become vigilant and alert, even if they dont see a police
vehicle, in the expectancy that the police could he `just around the corner ' (Leggett, 1988).
Hence, the deployment of operations according to a random scheduling methodology offers a
means of increasing the perceived unpredictability and ubiquity of traffic policing
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3.1,10 Survey of Traffic Officers

A survey of police officers that participated in the ANPR trials wris undcrtaketn to gain
fbedback on their eaperiericc y `orkira<, %vith7 the A`dPR stem. The; sttrvev was dc\ eloped by
the ANPR Project Of icecs. for the purposes of the ANPR trial cr=aluatfon. 'l'he survey also
asked the officers for their opinions on the ef`fectiti-an- s of the technolom, and on the best
way to utilise the technology for that is enforcement. The survey also asked for- feedl aek
from the officers on the suitability of the database for operational deployment of ANPR
tecihnology.

3,1,10,1 Method

1'tu`tc ' ,ucit2ts

The participants were operational Queensland l'nlicc officers that Glad experienced tir'sth.rh(l
the operation of the ANPR. system during the trials coiiducted dw-ln ?009. The 1)-1, 1-tl'(:Ipants
came from all nine police regions across t..c st.ttc, A total of 44 participants cori pleted the
survey,

^lsritterlOIS

?. paper based survey qucstiannaire was utilised containing; nine questions, v,-ith four
questions capturing qualitative data. For in exahaiple copy of the survey refer to the
Appendix of this report.

Procedure

The surveys were distributed to the Officer in Charge of Traffic 'Branches in each district
where deployments were conducted, with a request that the offices that had participated in the
trials complete the survey: The completed surveys e;e returned to the ANPR P1oject team
in Brisbane. protat a total of 247 potential respondents, 44 completed survey questionnaires
wvere returned to the ANPR Project team. representing a response rate of 18%.

Data Anctlmi.c

'The returned paper surveys were compiled into an electronic harm by the AN PR Project

Officers. The electronic file was then analysed by C, 1RRS-Q start to identify both

qualitative and quah tit<rtiyu trends. The qualitative data %v as analased ii itlg thematic analysis

to identify any common themes among the participant responses.

3.1,10.2 Results

While the 18% response rate for the stu veys as relatively low, it is ira the normal response
rate range for mail out surveys, The survey response rate an ed lha! operational region, with

the majority of responses coming from the Southern Region (25%) and the North Coast
Region (23%). The,niinimunt number of response s (,t°/o ) was received from both the Central
Region and the Metropolitan South Re^arh, wiTh only two completed surveys returned from

each of these regions, All the participants had participated in an ANPR trial on at least one

occasion with 39n t, participating twice, 161X) participat lig on 3 occasions. and j%
participated on more than three occasions.

To the question on whetlhei' ;ANPR is cffectivc in the detection of targeted traffic offences.

521;!0 of participants responded that it was i em v /f ctfa c, and 41 "'o responded that it was

u'lrective. None of the .participants thought that ANPR was iu}t ei'fectiie lhowuver a small
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:number (No) felt that it was only marrMr il,'r
offences,

14

cffctctii e in the detection of targeted traffic

The participants were asked whether they believed that the staffing numbers required to
effectively undertake ANT'R deployment is an effective use of resources. The vast majority
(91%) of participants believed that the staffing numbers required were an effective use of
resources, while 5°r% responded that they were not an effective use of resources, and 5% were
not sure either way.

3.1.10.3 Qualitative

On the question of "twOietheer A.\'I'R technoko, r bets a role ill traffic eliffrrcewent" all
participants responded that it does , and all the additional comments provided c,vcrc positive.
Four main themes were identified in.the participant 's responses, wvhich are detailed below,

ANFR.allows elbeeking of a high volume of vehicles easily. Tie ANI'R teclusology enables
100% of the vehicles passing thie site to be checked, whichYis substantially higher titan other
methods. Some of the participant's comnwr7ts on this theme were:

"It pr-oricles the ability to check a high volume of vehicle re;istrations and Driver ;s
/icencestatus ofregictered otwwners in an instance. The only thin wwte currently
have to do this now is MINDA which does not allowww to p(ufbrt77 high r>olume
citccky in a short perriod of time.

'Current M.INNDA input Is mar .ual mu? only alloil's appraxinrareli> J0% of passing
vvehicles to he' ehcch ci/enfpr^ceil..4NPR ullaws 1OU;' of1rcrssirrg vehicle,s to be
checked and n1'iii c'11.5'Idr't Cf groaler coin liaiwe tCircl efir71 o f (J/fhiwos. "

" In the moderrr7 ltecl7rnolo<r); er•a - the use a, f.,1?VPR tilfo^^^s fr^r rttult_iple rclric(e checks'

and select ofrer 'c'r tcrrgrestirng, Dur-in trails it hers resrtlted in a high /(')'Cl of

letections';from within henry tic fic cn•ect,^ no eosihv tar-,geted ht' cr^rrt^enticonad

methods.

"It speeds up the MINDA process and scents to have as acetate anel more relevant

data i hits than ivv gave now inf/li ;ill;'v'DA.

being computerrised it 't a lot faster then] human checking via MIND,`4.

These comments reflect the speed and efficiency of tite ANPR technology in checking
vehicle licence plates in u stream of Ym-ioving traffic. This hi seed as a sigrrificattt1)enefit of the
ANPR technology over current methods thr checking vehicle registration plates. This was
also demonstrated previously in the statistics from the deployments, during which an average
of 7,2 vehicle plates where checked per minute of deployir ent.

Reduces biases, associated witl the use of MINDA for the checking of vehicles. These
comments related to the perceived bias that can. be shown v,,lhen checking vehicles using the
MINDA system. Sotnnc of the par'ticipant's comments in relation to this theme were;

"Fttrilier io this r1JJND.4 u,Yage of the mornernt is liit and miss, in t17CII J `l tcrr^ret
cer-tctrrl r ehicles to 1i.c^el;_ pecr'ticrrhtra, AMPR a//orr:,r t,o blanket cheek alt i cllic'Ic^s
and assist in the detection rtf the turgel al'f acres, "

"The success rate, especialliy width rcnlicenseciiriver-s is quite hi lh. Rest label often

ive YZtii?tr1' re o o(fence's, but un licensed) diivers in t7L't•t'(r" nnni Iwo;i C'ftr;Y ((teen go
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i nchecketL The ANPR in not clisonitninatot'v in u l icclh vehicle it checks, unlike
politic' olfic'ers1 who iisilally ch eck rehlcles of interest,

It was recognised that :1NPR is t on iscriir inatc.lrv i n its nature ; it will not just cheek,
-vehicles that look suspicious to an officer. This climinatcs any bias is the chest ino of
Vehicles for .i'^^xlstration Or unlicensed drisin^c ol'lenres that may normally occur due to
Comm on perception about "typical" vehicles that ill be associated with these t\ pcs of
offences.

S!`I efici it in UCteetir ; unlic % rricd and u nr egistered ' e ;iic i es , Dui in the ANPR trials the
participants noted that the ANPRsystem vas very useful in detecting unlicensed divers and
unregistered vehicles. and was extremely effective in identifying , vehicles fo r follo,^wi up
enquiries by the intercepting officers. Some of the comments along this theme wore:

".4;VPR is very £'f fZ?1't ive us it is 'a 11s£'^1f1 fool in pinpo inting in

11.11h7sur?ed vehicles. It is c1, /Gist pr'oc'ess lt'herebv tilt' oifcii.14dei' is it'C('dc't"I ow

fa I'cdtin'.fr cirher AM JAtffedit,eei rf l1"om tr"c1 f rc li'hert, officers are not 1'

results (which are usually x1011') or 1'ctitin <f<^r 6177 olpportunit7y toii:r 1101)efi1l11v gel
onto the enquires channel to ,,et cr nes11110hich usually lakes brag e;).

"1/ its alts uis good to hin•c niu,olic'r tool to combat ire!ic o f f '17c'es, Fspc'ctcllll,

Iicenei12, gffeeticiarwhich tend to he niorc, diffi cult to ciisc'o1'cr u.ti opposed to

spt'eJilrp (rffeaICC's etc, This :system scc^ms to he nod (It lcic'ctin' these 07)Cs of,

1affGri£'cs.

"1 eneficial in Bete 'flu C`17rec, Z'17ir7s In cd [ r17ti licence ffiVrtec's'.

" NPR frets as r7 /item in idc'r7lifi' rtldic'oniecf'^Iisrirrctlif csel drivers cnncl lnu-o islered

1?L?III£.`les. Studies hale chcn a 71701 i'ecicill'ist ITir;dc Ofib'nclc1's o/tc'n7 lull i nto this

ccuegorv anclu rc of u,n un olivel in traffic Crashes. AiVPP caffrdrdc 1/16' oppor11111 Y

to idcntift' these Clfjcr tiers usill" a'/or'dable re'clinolo ' in 411"ecour.c'o effective

I1sinner.

The participant ' s comments. on this theme indicate that the ANPR sy stem proved very

effective during ,- the trials at detecting the targe t offence of unregistered vehicles and

unlicensed drivers. It was obser ved during the trials thattlie ANPR system is a very effective

means for screening large volumes of traffic to identify potential rtnreg stered vehicle and

unlicensed driver offences.

Staffing ease for ANPR operations. The participants commented that during the trial the

ANPR system required mininnal staffing. As was noted prcvviciusly the vast majority (91%) of

the participants believed that the staffing numbers required wore an effective use of

resources . Some .ofthe participant comments on this theme snore:

"Provides an i, incdiciiG I1Ylf fie' !'C,ti'p017SC i l/li 7111rnr1770i

-I/ h l1LS j/7 111(') lllf.^1'E' (.!f f!C'iell/ ils'e of,fi177fe cC'S ut7d nie.viiniscs the dciection of'

otj`en leas lilt/ rill,:' cii oal rrd on the.rm)ud n ull r0rk.

{AIR nets as t1,ffZrcr to ic/enti/r uiih4'vrtsc'^ll isytrct?i(it'ct drivers and unrcrgrivcrt'cl

vehicles, Studies have Mown that recidivist nxaf f c' of enc.lc c ftcn,f tit into INS

categ01 t' 67rd are nfl1it involved in lrq%fic crcl hes..1NF uifit-is the a1117c1r'rtnli't1,

to iclc'fll; ' these C7,fir clers using of for'l'ah/e technology in'a i'cc'c?Zmse G'1fL'tli)'e

171a17i7e'1', .,
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The participants were asked what they Ihot^^^171 the 177ovi ci,d cin'e Ircri- to ct'eplor the ,,'PR
1ecIn7olo),i IIoidd be The aYajority of suppoi ('1 3 $,o) iias Cor Combined ANPR mitt oilier
strategies (e.g, Booze Bus. LIDAR/Digicani, Random Drug Testing etc.) as the most
effective way to deploy ANPR technology, Some of the continents from the participants in
support of the combined method were:

IAT R is another too l ofIraffic c11f(Ireeme 1t and to rrs,a/st with Other tipes.o fTJ-ific
e ilfnrce,nent. "

"A complete saturation r)/''mot c2r"ists in high volume traffic ore, is general has ci

Prqfbattlcl effect. B maximising resources like the Boo c htrs, l idczr dl'12
Digica in this is an e.1"tl't?I7ic'1)? atfertive way of lclroc t lnng c/fc'ncos.

"It allows 777o7'e effective use C)f 1`ci'ot17"G'e,S. If'ii.e 116 1 1T etc(f/ crt a site actrlyin out

enforcement it makes sense to Inure ANPR2 techrialog i 1'oi-king,for us as veil. It is
just as easy to pull someone i77,fltr an ANPR deteci cl c?/fence as it is. for speeding
etc and ti,eY alley I^7^r:urrate.titecf '. '

However almost one third (30%) of the participants responded that Stand-alone APB and
Combined ANPR would be the most effective way to deploy ANPR. The comments in
support of this generally revolve amend utilising A TR in a standalone configuration during
certain times , or in specific locations, but they also note that in high intensity traffic work it
would be very useful to have ANPR at the site, Sonic of the comaiicnts along, this lilac Were:

"Static alone opeiw(ions would be best and more pr-oducIi )e dun ri peak hours
(07:30,09:30, 1,21- 00-14: 00 and 16:30-18:3Q homes). During other times Of the
day it 1voujd he best to use 4.NPR77zcnlrjwiction itftlt other strategies such as' our

i711eisectiol7 o]ierctliOrs . "

The manner clf'rtse fbi' the ANPR equipment, in the ctecti77n, of c ffl'nnces, depends on
the location and method q f deployment to d ter777iirc effiectiveness. Several means
ofdeplotment, including time.cihove examples, exist to c?ffcctively utilise this
eyuipnacut, and this is depende'71tvpcn7lhc7autnrhergfsiq/f,' tint prior'ilies, fb7`

each Regional requirement. The elate collected on locations (?f'qfkljees also

assists ^^^itli gatheeir7^ ilit^lli7c>rtce c f 1^-1x's of p/femes and times to enable

relive use of resources.

"1 think there ',r c177 cahlx^rtzlrrii,v the this in both of'tlu7 lfu7v>7wntioned [stand atolle and
combin ed ANPR], provided tho1 ,^'Zrfflt hint°i tCif rig m7i he sourceds'o as not to

co7711,7ro771i.te nce c'f/icicncics ovailohlc to crryr of the cictivities, Ay an O/C Pd love

to have cum AA'PR L117 1t c!1 c7j)1)1'occh to my RB T DT line or Diglawn site to detect

oilier offences.

A further 25% of the participants indicated they felt that stand-alone ANPR would be the
most effective way to deploy the technology. Some of the comments in support of using
ANPR technology ill stand-alone configuration were:

"I think stcrnd alone would be'hcsi ens the 2 limes I was involved in 4NPR, we more or

cuss ended up with a used cut- yarci Where 7rffsodas Iuc^rc< pulled cuff the road and

vehicles were being cirked ttp and dona,n the street, elite, to unlicensed, nr77reg cord

miinsiIred' Beit^rg com7biricid n;'ith ct Imo_c hits r>13trcrtiotl, r'oi?]icerd cr lo1171ore

space and n7olite officers.

"The site .sshould not be overcr oii>ded l th offenckcrs.fbr other pfences'.
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'VI i1'0 lilt/ lit! grTCfl if`11'e 77111/ U bi enough area, wuJ el{jl1t,,Th 1 /l it) Clr) a con7>l moil

ojietrutioll , but lozgi.^;trtaxlly it would he o Tio,htni ar e- Tl7cu•+t would be eay-S`

The responses on the question of the most effctive way to deploy the ANPR technology
^;eneraIly support combined use with other stratcg es, such as Booze Bus. RD T and
LIDAR/Digicani. However it was also considered by mote t"Inn half o f the participants that
there are situations in which stand- alone ANPR operations iwoald be the most effective yva^/
to deploy thee., technol {shy. Tlie conimerts in support of stand--tllone operations go acraliv
revolved around eith er i) havin;.; upocih e tames or locations for stand-alone ANPR uperations,
or ii) that the area required to utide-takt combined opcratiolrs is potentially si n:ficant.
limiting the locations in which combined operations could he undertaken,

The comments edticerlringx igh interception rate maI in c, the site overcro riled mid'insafc is
of particular concern. There are two issues here which are i) the. 01-lIPS issue of silo
overcrowding for the police officers and ii) the potential for offenders to evyciPuc
punishment avoidance in the event they ffail to be intercepted. The OH&,S issues liighlthht a
potential need for the development of a specific list of ANPR sites for each district, In
addition to the regular 01,1&S issues, the specific ANPR: sitc;s should take into account that
ANPR operations have the potential to result in a large number ofveliicles being intercepted
and removed from the road. The specific ANPR sites would have to take this factor into
account. Alternately, the duration of the ANPR operations could be reduced, so that no one
particular site becomes overcrowded. This lvoiild allow officers to target several sites for
shorter durations, which may eliminatethe overcrowding experienced when deployments
occur over several hours at the same site.

The potential for offenders who register a `h1t' to drive through an ,APR operation and not
be intercepted is of particular concern, ANPR technology has the potential to significantly
reduce the driving : of unregistered vehicles and unlicensed driving- thi ouglt the general
deterrent effect of the ANPR technology. Ina sirnil^ir process to, the deten^ent effect of RBT
on a driver's decision to drink and drive (Hontel. 196), the ANPR tcchnolo"v Nis file
potential to significantly increase the perccaved risk of appi-ehcnsion for liccnec and
registrations offences. Studies into unlicensed driving hove shown that the perecived risk ol`
apprehension for unlicensed driving is si^uni leantly lower than it is for drink driving or

speeding (Watson, 2005), However Watson (2004) also found that punishment avoidance
was positively associated with the frequency of unlicensed driving and the ilitentioti to drive

unli censed in the future among the group of unlicensed driving offenders surveyed,

periencing punishment avoidance as a result ofAs previously noted. the impact of ex
offenders failing to be intercepted because an ANPR operating, site has become overcrowded
can potentially result in actually inceeusing the frequency of those offenders illegal

behaviour. This is a factor that must be considered wl:cn establishing ANPR operating
procedures and AN PR deployment sites. This is considered to be especially important during
the initial stages of formal ANPR operations, as it is expected that a considerable numbers of

drivers will be rote,,cepted due to ANPR 'hits' when the system is initially introduced,
However the problems associated with site overcrowding could reisonablv he expected to
reduce as the deterrent effects of widespread ANPR operations start to have an effect on the

frequency ofdrtivers offending belinriouvs.

On the question "whoulie ' the acciiractl Of the AA%PR datahusc at ed civr ng the triul was

.ct1IfCient to allots opin' atwnul aIepplnvnwnt', 82% of the participants responded that it was
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sufficient . The participant comments also generally supported that it is working well in the
current form. However a theme that was noted iii the participant responses, which was that
online checks should still he done v hen a vehicle is flagged by the ANPRsystem , to ensure
accurate results. Some of the participant responses along this thence were

"The c%flirre dotal oscc is sufficien t 1f no more their a cnzlple ohdoys uld. „Vicv - 0/! /17c
.NPR is only ti vcivening ci i is e _ no clfftrma/ire ac/ion should be ruLn iiritholtt
thorough ini'eStigcidoii cmcl lil'G ch ecks of QPriiile (' 11(1 oilier 19L:Cesil l')%S?,SIC1)7s,

h aving the clatatlasra''n IMP 1.(,'oudd be hc't>ei' hot it rS ldot crit cal so longci/ t

updates' can he pr oviclL'tl --s jlf7 'S/ c)/1C e per du ?' bore are.

"Although t he tnnileni works 01'0(1/ 1,141h an off-11)ne v'he'ck, jua' 1cips O, L1'the vehicles

that produced a 9711 ' could 111et1 he checked orn-lice: sir7lilai- to M!ND11 to ensuri'
accurcr/e results.

-Yes it is capable in its current , f or'Ji7 but with online checks conducted ()f T all 1V01/DL

hits iratercep/fn; officers could have up to date hnj r irtlmnediately.

The participants were asked "in what 'nala tiii'i' r that the clcpl(lvn rent off"' the 4NPR
technology could he iriippren'ed ", Two themes were i dentified in the par(icipant's responses,
which were to i) utilise the technology in a mobile node and ii) to allow each region/area to
develop their own best practice use of the technology based on local conditions, Some of the
responses from the participants an these themes were;

'As .stated above 1 believe mobile trtocle is /hci best 0711/o t to allan' all traffic crews to
tt/ilr'sc the rec /luolot^^'. "

"The 2,1109 QP.S .4_11W trial and the similar 2001 / ,,)PS .1 hTPPR trial did In than using

ANPR in statinrlcn:v tripod node is c-, ective, C?ffk'ia nt, useful and long overdue,

but .NPR is capable q f inuch nror-e then? being use>el, fbr out of 'vehicle tripod
m noted i-vit/i a team of interceptors i ailing,flu'therup the road and as expected
QPS has failed to even explore this method during the current tried, ANPR is
per' /wetly sztited to mobile Use and, as1 'SJ,V Police have proved with their
investment in over 100 i71obile units ,for mounting on their Hi hwvay Patr ol cars,
there is no reason win, QLD Police should not stake the most of this technollogy.
It goes hand in hand i1,Itii political and agency rhetoric on detecting, deterring

and punishing rrepeal ,)/ fenders.

Fitmern to patr of v 1iicles,fbi' 1riollile eTlf br'CG?i7ien1.

IJiheal areas need /o develop (heir o11?1 ht's/ prcicti.ce',s' after Car'efid con sideration

(drill isszlGS. It is i/1l f2 '1'util'L' that Static.' Si/es tick riiii 1711 CI/ ICUS/ 0170 SCI!/U1' anti
comp etc'm /1'u/jic l71'1t17L'17 li f f1L'er, LOSS el'pei.wiiccil officers can .52 fie e as

interviewing' / a tlon qt -icers. 11111 epcl'icllcL'S in PNR led 1110 to develop Certain
npc'i atiorretl pr ocedures' that helped crrsrn"c escelleil.t rantor'cenlent results 11'hen I1v

deplopedthe ec/i t.ilrrrlent here. "

' 1f'ihese units were available to each J e ion /beiv wou ld be trio 'c e/71 ,elii e in being
cleploved for s -7ecific' CVC77ts Withir7 the Regions in line 't'ith _QPS and Regional

recj4eirertnent , hosed 017 i71iclll,ge7oce claiubcisec to reduce the r'ec eli1 inn rates

through ongoing er1/0r ceinent clCti1)l^,y'.
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3.1.10.4 Summary

The results from the survey show that all the participants beaievt that ANPP technolocy has a

role to play in traffic enforcement operations. The harticiparlts identified four )Hain therms ..r:

to \vhv they believed that ANPR technology should be utilisad for traffic ope utior». Thee
Were:

1. A NIPR allows checking of a high volume ofvehicles easily;

'. ANPR reduces biases a'suciated with thy use of MINDA for tire checking ot' vehieks:

3. ANPR is beneficial in detectiny unlicensed and unre--c-Istered vehicles. and'

4. Staffing ease for ANPR operations.

Ivlore than two thirds of the participants indicated that they believed Combined ANPR
operations (with other high intensity traffic work) would be the most effecti\ e \,vay to deploy
the ANPR technology, However over half of the participants also indicated that there are
also situations where the use of standalone ANPR would be more el`iective. Tlris iticlud
during peak traffic times, and in locations where there is insufficient physical area inwhicli to
set up a combined operation.

The majority of the participants indicated that the ANPR database utilised during the trials
appeared to be working well it the current format, and was sufticicat for operational
deployment. However a theme noted was that the details of vehicles flagged by the ANPR
system should be checked on-line (using MINDA or other r1'reans) during the follow up
investigations to ensure accurate results.

After participating in the trials the officers indicated that there were two main areas that the
deployment of ANPR technology could be improved. These were the introduction of mobile
ANPR units for fitment into patrol cars and the development of regional best practice
guidelines for the use of A tPR to take into account local conditions.

3.2. Outcome Evaluation

321 Review of the Deployment Statistics

3.2,1.1 Method

I^lY ceclt.err'

Data f om the ANPR trial deployments can be exported from the RAPID end-user software
into a form that is able to he interrogated for necessary purposes, including the cross
checking. Data captured during the trial in paper form was entered manually into the Excel
spreadsheet by the ANPR Project officers. Additional clarifying comments about the
categories of offence types and alarm types were provided. The data was screened by the
ANPR Project Officers to remove all identifying information from the trial deployment data.
and subsequently no ides tifying information was recorded in the Excel spreads.heet.
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Data Anuly'sis

The Excel spreadsheet containing the data from the trial deployments was provided in an
electronic form to CARRS-Q. The electronic file was then analysed by C ARRS-Q staff to
identify the qualitative indicators and trends from the data,

3.2.1.2 Results

A total of 115 deployments were undertaken over a four month period fro a Auqust to
December 2009, The locations of these deployments were spread thrk)ucchout the State in all
eight Police Regions, in both major metropolitan and regional areas. Table 1 below hives a
summary oftlthe statistics for the ANPR trial.

Table It Overall summary of the deployments statistics

Number of Total Total Total ANPR Percentage Total Total
Deployments Operating Licence Alarms of Hits' Vehicles Offences

Time Plate Intercepted Detected*
(h) `reads' includes non

ANPR
detected
offences

115 188 81541 1422 1,74% 74912 988

The first statistic, of note from the deployments is the number of plates read by the ANPR
system in the operating time. This demonstrates the efficiency of ANPR compared to the
current methods for checking of drivers licence status and unregistered vehicles, The ANPR
svstern allowed for screening of a high volume of vehicles in a continuous traffic flow,
During the trials the ANPR system checked an average of 434 vehicle plates pc„- hour ( or 7.2
plates perminute) of deployment . This is a substantial improvement over the. currentMINDA
or MAVERICK system/s. With an average response time for MINDA of 15 seconds per
enquiry, and allowing for the manual entry of a vehicles plate details into the systerrt, it is
considered that the ANPR system would result in more than a doubling of the number of
vehicl es that can be checked per hour of deployment. Research conducted in the UK hays
revealed that ANPR systems are capable of checking up to 3,600 plates per hour under the
right circumstances (see Travelsafe Committee, 2007, Inquiry' litre Automatic Number Plate
Recognition Technology , Issues Paper No. 12).

Of the total number of vehicles checked duri ng the trial, 1.7% recorded an ANPR 'hit'. and
this ranged from 0.81/'o to 3 . 6% across all operations , The percentage of passing vehicles that
recorded an ANPR `bit in each police region is shown below in Figure 1, It can be seen

fi'oin Figure l that while the proportion of 'hits' during the trial did not vary f7reatly by

region , the percentage of 'faits' for two regions, Metropolitan South and South E asteni, were
slightly higher than the other regions.
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Prequencyof ANPR'hits' by QPS Re

Queensland Police Regions

Figure 1 - The frequency Qf ANPR'h ts' recorded in each Queeucsl<ona police
region

2l

Analysis of the percentage of 'hits' showed that while both the lvletropolitan South and South
Eastern regions were Slightly hiVglher. only the difference in the peredntae'c of 'hits' for the
latterwas statistically signific nt, t(4) = 4.O1,h <.05.

0f'thc 'hits' recorded during the trial , 80%p related to licensing offences recorded against one
(or more) of the registered owners of the vehicle . Unregistered vehicles accounted for 13 °,.'o-
of the 'zits' while stolen vehicles and stolen plates accounted for only 21%/o of the 'hits'
recorded during the trial.

The total number of offences detected in Table I includes offences that were not detected by
the ANPR system. Table 2 gives the breakdown for how the offences were detected during
the trial deployments . The offences in the 'ANPR Oily ' column are Those target offences
that were detected as a result of the ANPR system fagging a 'hit ' and the ANPR operators
relaying the vehicle details to the intercepting officers , These offence. demonstrate the
effectiveness of the ANPR system in a stand - alone deploamenit confi;_uration . The ANPR
system alone detected an overage of 47% of the total offences detected duninu the trials, with
the percentage rang ing from li°./, to IO0°h across all the de.nlnyments . This range in the
proportion of offences detected is extremely large and is due to differences in enforcement
opportunities at different deployments . While in some deployments , al] vehicles passing the
location were pulled Inver to pcrfbrm a range of t raffic policing strategies ( )'.e. RBT), allowing
intercepting officers the opportunity to focus on other non ANPR enforcement opportunities,
whereas at other locations where traffic flow and the detection rate of ANPR type offences
\,ere such that only those vehicles that lia ged an ANt'R Tit' ,here pulled oveir.
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Table 2 : Method of the detection of offences during the ANPR cteployntents

Vehicle Intercepts Offenses Detected

Total ANPR Total ANPR ANPR ANPR Non-ANPR
Vehicle Vehicle Offerces System Intercepting Operator Offences

Intercepts Intercepts Detected Only Offtcrrs Observation

7492 1317 988 461 6 6, 145 316

Overall the average AN PR detected offences resoling from all AvPR flagged intercept was

>5% Of these offences detected by the ANPR system, 33% were licence offences.
Unregistered and uninsured offences accounted for 56% of the offences, while cancelled
plates accounted for the remaining 11% of the offences detected by the ANPR system. No
stolen vehicle or stolen plate offences were detected during the hials,

Analysis of the deployment statisticsshows that of all the `bits' that occurred due to licensinge
issues; only 14% resulted in an offence being recorded, While this does not appear' liigh, it
does demonstrate the potential for the system to detect unlicensed drivers, It was noted
during the deployments that many ANPR `hits' did not result in eufurcemejrt action due to
another person driving the particular vehicle when intercepted and!or that there was
insufficient evidence to proceed against the drivcrhfor example SPER related licensing
suspensions (Senior Sergeant R. Maltby,personal communication, December 11, 2009).

Of the total offences detected during he trial, 15% were detected by the ANPR operators
identifying additional potential offences, such as mobile phone use and failure to wear
seatbelts. as the target vehicle passed the ANPR system. This was considered an advantage
of having two ANPR operators manning the system during the trials,

In addition to the offences detected by the ANPR. system, an additional 66 ANPR type

offences (7% of the total offences) were detected by the intercepting officers. These were
ANPR type offences that the system did not detect. Of these 66 offences, 480/'o were licensing
offences and 44% were unregistered and uninsured offences, This situation where ANPR
type offences are detected by the intercepting officers can be due to the way in which the
ANPR. software was conf gured. Each record in the database is matched to a vellictc licence
plate. If there are a number or records in the database for the same vehicle, such as licence

disq>.<alification and an unregisteredd vehicle, then the offences are prioritised. The
prioritisation of alarms is a configurable item in the ANPR software which allows them to be
altered to meet specific requirements at each deployment. When the itNPR system flags a

'hit' for a passing vehicle, only the priority offence is displayed on the end-user interface

screen, However any additional offences which are lower priority in the system, such as
registration offences, will be picked up by the officers after the vehi cl e is intercepted.

Another potential situation where ANPR type offences are detected by the intercepting
officers is if a vehicle was intercepted for another purpose (i.e, RBT) and in the course of
inquiries an ANPR type offence was discovered. This could also be the case where an
unlicensed offender is driving a vehicle not registered in their naive, such as a work vehicle
or a family ntetitber"s vehicle. In these situations the ANPR. system cannot detect the
potential unlicensed offenders, as there is nothing linking the vehicle they are driving to their

drivers licence,
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During the trial there \r-arc 8 3 vehicles that teristered an ANPP. • hit- but v ere not inteaceptedi.
This represents 6% of the total ,LAIR "hits' recorded during the trial . Vehicles Were not
intercepted for a variety of reasons during the trial, but predominantly it was due to the
intercepting police being otherwise engaged . There were also some occasions during the trial
when vehicles flagged by the .APP, sI stern could not be inieru:apted because of the risk to
the intercepting officers , This was genet-ally limited to situations when the flagged vehicle
was travelling on an inner lane of a multiple lane roadway,

3,2,1,3 Discussion

Tlwre is eun'ently no system in use in Queensland that illo'xs for the large seak, checking of
vehicle licence plates. The MINDA system (Mobile Inte,tated Network Data Access) was
introduced in 1996 by Queensland. Transport rand the Queensland Police Sei-vice as a way of
improving the identifcation of drivers who are unlicensed (Tra,.^elsafe Corrrmittee, I999),
The 1\MISNIDA device is a hand-held unit, connected to Queensland "t'ransport's licensing and
registration databases, which allows for the rapid checking of vehicle: and driver details, The
units connect to the databases via the mobile phone networrk, which limits their of ectiveness
in remote areas ofQueensland where thenetwork reception is poor or non-existent.

The introduction of the MINDA units resulted in a fourfold ine,,ease in the level of detection
of unlicensed driving, unregistered vehicles and outstanding warr,ttrtts (Travelsafe Committee,
1999). The units reduced the time required to undertake a licensing and registration check
from an average of 1> minutes using radio communications, to approximately 15 seconds.
Can the success of the MVIINDA units, a larger system designed for the installation in patrol
vehicles was developed. The units were called NIAVERICK and did not rely solely on access
to the mobile phone network, MAVERICK units had hack-up versions of the databases on
their hard drives which the system could utilise when out of mobile phone range, These
back-up versions of the databases on the MAVERICK hard drive can he refreshed daily when
the vehicle is returned to base, to ensure that the information is always up-to-elate,

While the introduction of the MINDA (and subsequent introduction of similar MAVERICK
units) resulted in an increase in the level of detection of unlicensed driving (Travelsafe
Committee, 1 999), these e stems are still very labour intensive. These systems require an
operator to visuatly observe a vehicle licence plate and then manually crater those details into
the system interface. In a continuous stream of moving traffic an operator could- only check a
select number of vehicles as they pass. Not only does this allow vehicles to move past
unchecked, but where a vehicle is checked, the manual entry and the time required for the
system to respond results in a significant time delay--, during which the target vehicle has
Moved much further along the roadway, making interception of a vehicle more difficult. This
is considered to be a significant limitation of these s rstem s for use in high intensity traffic rwwk
Liar licence and registration checking operations.

By contrast the ANPR system proved very efficient in checking veh cles as they passed in a
stream of moving traffic, with an average of 7.2 vehicles checked per minute during the trial.
The speed of checking was also in Lich faster than the MI N DA devices, as the ANPR system
uses a database on the laptop hard drive rather than eommLill] catinitt with a central database
via the mobile phone network. This reduced the response time for the ANPR system, and
image capture, OCR processing and scanning the database for potential matches was all
performed in around one to two seconds. This increased efficiency has the potential for a
much greater number of vehicle checks to be performed each year.
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The overwhelming majority of 'hits' during the trial was for licensing offences. This
demonstrates that the system has enonnous potential to detect unlicensed drivers on the
roads, when they are driving a vehicle which is registered to them, If an unlicensed driver is
driving a vehicle not registered to theln such as a work vehicle car a lionily 1»emb r's vehicle,
the ANPR system cannot detect Iheni. However V\ atson (20041 found in a study of
unlicensed driving offenders, that almost two thirds reported that they owned the vehicle
which they were drivinu at the time they were detected,

Wblle on ly l.J.°/„ of the ;nN-PR_ 'hits' for licensin salted in a n offence 1lein 1'ecc)1'ded, th e
interception of a vehicle for unlicensed driving is considered to have sionificant benefits forc•-

road safety, ANPR technology has the potential to significantly reduce the driving of
unregistered vehicles and unlicensed driving through the general deterrent effect of the
ANPR technology. Studies into unlicensed driving have shown that the perceived risk of
apprehension for unlicensed driving is significantly lower than it is for drink driving or
speeding (Watson, 2005). In a similar process to the deterrent effect of RBT on a driver's
decision to drink and drive (Bomel, 1986), the ANPR technology has the potential to
significantly increase the perceived risk of apprehension for licence and registrations
offences, particularly if the operations are conducted in a highly visible: manner and
supported by public education campaigns.

The ANPR type offences that were. not detected by the ANPR system demonstrates that
ANPR. does not provide a total solution for traffic policing operations, Rather, ANPR is
simply an additional tool to and to the other currently utilised tools for traffic enforcement
operations. While ANPR technology provides an increased level of detection and vastly
improved efficiency over the current countermeasures available for checking vehicle licence
plates, its application for traffic policing has (imitations, This is especially the case for
unlicensed driving, where the ANPR system is limited to detecting unlicensed drivers where
their drivers licence is matched to a vehicle licence plate record in_ a database.

Although there were only 6% of vehicles that recorded an ANPR `lit' but were not
intercepted, this is still an area that should be addressed when establishing ANPR operating
procedures and staffing for ANPR operations. Watson (2004) has found that punishment
avoidance is positively associated with both the frequency of unlicensed driving and the
intention to drive unlicensed in the future. If the intercepting officers at an ANPR operating
site are all busy and an offender is not intercepted, the resulting punishment avoidance
experience can potentially result in actually increasing the frequency of that offender's illegal
behaviour, This is more likely to be the case where the ANPR operations are more
widespread and, thus, recognisable.

3.2.2 Review of traffic histories

3121 Method

Participcwi.s

To further exploredthe impact of the ANPR technology, a study was undertaken to explore the
characteristics of the offenders detected by the operation. The participants were a sample of
the drivers detected committing an offence during the ANPR trial deployments conducted in
2009. The age of the participants ranged from 18 to 67 years old, with a mean age of 36.65
years old (SD = 12.53). There were a total of 98 participants and 63% were male and 36%
female. The gender of one participant was not recorded
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P/'t c? Jlrr c^

The ANPR Project team ,elected participants from each trial deployment such that the
sample was representative, ni' all the regions across the state. and o each deployment
undertaken during the trial, The traffic histories of the sunmie of drivers were then
de-identified by theAN^PR Project teambefore being supplied to CARRS-Q. A total of G?9
traffic histories were supplied to CARRS-Q,

Data Xnulvsis

The de-identified traffic histories were screened by CARRS-Q, u d one' was dropped from
the review due to discrepancies with the recorded offences and the age of the driver, The
remaining 98 traffic histories were then reviewed and the offences on the traffic history were
grout ed into categories. The categories were as fellows:

• number of disqualifications
• number of driving while disqualified offenses
• number ofunlicensecl driving, offences

• number of unregistered vehicle offences

• number of speeding offences

• number of drink driving convictions (< (1.15 PAC

number of high-range drink driving convictions ( h 0,1 5 BAC)
• number ofSYER susppe11Sions

• other offences.

The number of disqualifications on each traffic history was recorded, along with the number
of offences for driving while disqu tlificd. It is considered that drii inu while disqualified is
one of the more serious offences recorded in the traffic, histories, The number of
disqualifications is most often linked with the number of convictions for drink-driving, and in
most cases the number of each is the same. In addition, previous research in Queensland has
estimated that disqualified and suspended drivers are three times more likely to be involved
in a crash than licensed drivers (Watson, 2004),

The number of con victions for unlicensed driving included;

drivers that hood not yet obtaihcd a driving licence,

• drivers tlicit were drivin while suspended for demerit p oint loss or SPER,

infringement,

• drivers that did not have the correct licence for the vehicle being operated. and.

• drivers that had an expired licence.

Unregistered vehicles often attract multiple offences when the driver is detected . Tn addition

to the ltses 7er'mit use an rniie it,icrecl 1 chicle offence the driver is often changed with two

additional offences; i ) Juicing a plcrie ltrhal (rritrclted tai is recorded its

ctrrtce/Ierlilosti; itr^lc^i1./ik>srrO.ve4l and i i) driving an ttttitlsurr ed vehicle, For purposes of the

classification of unregistered offences for the data analysis , these offences were counted as

one single offence, where all occurred on the same date. This was considered necessary so as

not to artificially inflate the frequency of offences for driving of unregistered vehicles.
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The SPER offences includes SPER suspensions (such as from failure to pn^^ a fine) alone
with suspensions and cancellations due to demerit point uccutmlulationr. This eategorV ',)ISO
includes suspensions for high ratige speedingg offence.

The offences recorded in the 'Other' category Were all those not already covered by the
previous categories. These ranged from Minor offences, such as bicycle rider not wearing a
Helmet, through to serious offences such as careless driving/driving without due care and
attention. While some of these `Other' offences were serious in nature. they were not
classified into sephrate cite<aorieS. It was considered the nature of the ANPP, svstcn7 (which
relies on vehicle Iiee rce plates) is such that it will not lead to an appreciable increase in thC:
detection or deterrence of these offences,

3;2;2.2 Results

The mean number of disqualificatio ns wvas 0.83 (SD = 1.26). with 57°x% of the pa°ticipants
having never recorded a disqualification. The percentage of participca is that had recorded
three or more disqualifications was 9% and the maxiliitlin number of disqualifications Nvas
six.

The number of convictions for driving while c1iscjuulijIIed was found to be low with a mean of
0.16 (SD - 0.62 ) with 8% of the participants having one or more conv ictions . for driving
while disqualifi d. The maximum number of convictions for this offence was four , with 2 0,,;
of the participants having three or more convictions for driving while disqualified.

The mean number of uttliceiisecl drn,ins, 7ffennces as 0.`6 (SIB - 0 85), and the maximum
was four. The participants with no unlicensed driving offences were 60 0, v hile ;".!% of the
participants had three or more unlicensed driving offences on their traffic history.

The mean number of urii'egstcrecl vehicle offences anion; tlic participants was 0,S4 (Sf7 zzt
0.57), with 41% of the participants having nevvei' recorded titi unregistered vehicle offence,
The percentage of participants that had recorded three or move offences was 3%
and the maximum number of unregistered offences was four. In four cases (4.02%) the otnlv
offence on the participant's traffic history was for an unregistered vehicle, v Bich was picked
up bythe ANPRsystetn during the trials.

Of the ANPR type offences targeted during the trials, the driving of unregistered vehicles was
the one which appears to be occurring most frequently, with SOt c; of the participants having
one or more unregistered offences, However, caution must he advised whets intemecting this
statistic. The use of the ANPR system in the trials may have actually significantly increased
the detection of this offence, -which is reflected in the number of participants ti itli an
unregistered offence in their traffic history. As shown from the tleployntent statistics in
Section 3.2.1.2, unregistered and uninsured offences accounted for 56% of the offences
detected by the ANPR system during the trail deployments, In other words, the results are
partly a function of the enforcement activity, rather than the prevalence of the offences
relative to other offences.

The drink driving offences were separated into low and high range offences, which is
reflective of both the seriousness of high range. drink driving and the current enforcement
differences for high range offences. The mean number of drink ('11101111 offences was 0.34
(SD. = 0.69), with 77% of the participants having never recorded a drink driving offence;. The
percentage of participants that had recorded three or more drink- driving offcnces ;1as 2% and
the maximum number of drink driving offences was three. The mein number ofJugh-tar?tiee
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Elrink driving offences .Fa t'er y IoW at 0.11 (SE) 0,69 ). ^1vith of th participants having
never recorded a high ranee drink driving offence . None of the participants had recorded
three or more high-range drink driving; offences and the maximum number of high-range
drink driin g offences recorded was two.

The speeding category racorded the most number of offences among the participants , with
only 18% having no speeding offences, This is reflective of the hi h Icvcls of detection for
this offence , The cut?ent countenneasures available for deacction of spe eding offences are
numerous and they are generally very effective in detecting speeding vehicles. The mean
number of speeding offences was 3.60 (SD = P,65). i\ ith S21,'n of the p ,ticipants 1„t^ in cent,
or more speedma offences on the ir' traffic history. The percentage of' participants that had
recorded three or more speeding offences was 50% and the m o 'imtm numlber of speeding
offences wa s nineteen,

The SPER category includes suspensions for non-ptiyti, ent of fines, While fine evasion is not
generally conside red a behaviour directly affecting road s^ifcty, it is considered that these
SPER suspensions give an indication of an overall disregard for road safety by some of the
participants . Therefore care must be taken when interpreting the SPER category, as the
SPER offences. includes demerit point, high speed an d SPER (non-payment of fine)
suspensions . The mean number of SPER offences was 1.3 1 (SD = 1.65), and the maximum
was seven . The percentag e of participants with no SPER offences was 46%o, while 18% of
the participants had three _or mote SPE•.R offences on their traffic history.

3.2.2.3 Discussion

For all categories of offences the standard deviations (SD) were quite large. This is site to

the skewing of the data by a small number of participants that have recorded a high nutrribcr

ofa particular offence (or in a small inumber of'cases a ram-'e of offences) within their traffic

history. In,the disquali.fed, driving while disqualified, unlicensed driving and drink driving
categories, the majority of participants had nonce of these offence t\Tes in their traffic history,

On the traffic histories of the participants , the low percentage of both driving while
disqualified anti driving while unlicensed offences is likely due to the lack of detection for
these offences using the current countermeasures available . :I his is consistent with the results
of Watson's (2005) study of unlicensed drivin, offenders, which found that the perceived risk

of apprehension for unlicensed driving was significantly lower- than for drink driv ing or
speeding.

The speeding category recorded the most number of otfcaces among the participants, with

82% of the participants having one or mote speeding offences in their traffic histoi'v, This is

reflective of the current countermeasures available which results in high levels of detection

for this offence,

The results of the review of traffic histories for the offenders detected by the ANPR system
reveal that the ANPR technology is tarp=sting those drivers that cngaywc in unlicensed dims og
and the driving, of unregistered vehicles, The review of the deployment statistics showed the

overwhelming majority a'hits' d111nr4 rile trial was for licensing offences. This demonstrates

that the system has enormous potential to detect unlicensed drivers and the driving of

unregistered vehicles on the roads. While only 14% ofthe ANPR'hits' i=n licensing resulted

in an offence being recorded, every interception of a vehicle for unlicensed driving will

contribute to an increase the general deterrent effect of the ANPR technology, and increase
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the perceived risk ofapp;rehension for unlicensed driving. This will also apply to the driving
of unregistered vehicles,

3,3 Conclusion

3.3.1 Advantages of ANPR
The evaluation of the ANPR trial deployments has demonstrated that ANPR technology is of
benefit for use in road traffic policing operations. The ANPR technology proved useful in
targeting offences that are considered to he detrimental to road safety in Queeasand, for
which the current countermeasures are less than ideal. The benefits of the ANPR. technology
can be summarised into two categories; i) detection of off noes and ii) deterrence of

offending behaviours.

13.1,1 Detection

in a study of unlic rsed dr v'ing offenders, Watson (?003) found that $.1 % of those surveyed
had been driving unlicensed for more than ten years without detection. The over-whelnming
majority of 'hits' during the trial was for licensing offences. This demonstrates that the

system has enorm ous potential to detect unlicensed drivers, when:-they are driving a vehicle

which is registered to them.

Compared to the MINDA (and vehicle mounted MAVERICK) devices currently being
utilised, the ANPR technology was much more efficient in checking vehici es as they lass in

stream of moving traffic. During the trials the ANPR system checked an average of 7,2
vehicles per minute of operation, with almost 100% of vehicles passing the system checked,
The ANPR system performed image capture. OCR processing and scanning of the database

for potential matches in around one to two seconds, which is considerably faster than the

MTNDA system. The increased efficiency has the potential for a much greater number of
vehicle checks to be performed each year, increasing the detection of target offences,

As ANPR does not rely on human input methods it performs the checking of vehicles in a
non-discriminatory nature; that is, it will not just check vehicles that look suspicious to an

officer. This eliminates any bias is the checking of vehicles for registration or unlicensed
driving offences that may normally occur doe to common perception about `'typical" vehicles
that may be associated with these types of offences,

ANPR technology could be utilised in conjunction with other high intensity traffic
operations, and can act as a screening tool. flagging vehicles for further follow up due to an
ANPR 'hit' on that vehicle. The ANPR system can easily check the licence and registration
of every vehicle as it approaches a Booze-Bus or RDT operation. As the vehicle is already

intercepted, directing it into an area out of the traffic flow for follow up enquiries would be

relatively easy (compared to having to intercept a moving vehicle',

ANPR also allows for increased detection of recidivist offenders driving on the roads. The

addition to the database of vehicles registered to drivers with multiple offences for high risk

traffic behaviours (such as high-range drink driving or driving while disqualified) can

increase the detection of these offenders on the roads.
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3.3.1.2 Deterrence

Deterrence theory is central to criminology and ciintinat ustice policy (Andemics, 1h)74
Babor eT al.. 2003: Cavaiola & Wuth, 2002: Piquero Poga.skv. 2002) and has been used ii
Australia and other countries to guide the development of many road safety countermeasure s.
Deterrence theory proposes that individuals will avoid offending behaviour(s) if they fear the
perceived consequences of the act ( Homel, 1988 ; Von Hirsch, Bottoms, Burney & Wikstrotn:

1999).

ANPR technology has the potential to significantly reduce the driving of unregistered
vehicles and unlicensed driving through the general deterrent effect of the ,APR technology,

and the system could . in all probability, he justified in the long tern on the general deterrent

effect alone . The experIcnce with RBT has shown that tcchnoliouy and related enforcement

practices , which can increase the detection of an offence, is extremel}, effective in increasing

the perceived risk of apprehension for drink-driving. Studies into unlicensed driving.have!

shown that the perceived risk of apprehension for unlicensed driving is significantly' lower

than it is for drink driving or speeding (Watson. 2005). AIxPR technology, when utilised in
high visibility deployments, and in conjunction with a publicity campaign. has the potential
to significantly increase the perceived risk of apprehension for licence and registrations

offences . In a similar process to the deterrent effect of RBT on a driver's decision to drirtlk

and drive ( Homel. 1986 ), the ANPR technology has the potential to significantl , deter drivers

from engaging in offending behaviours through vicarious experiences of punishment (Watson

Walsh; 21008).

Further. A IPR technology has the potential to increase specific deterrence aimed at recidivist

offenders. The addition to the database of vehicles registered to drivers wraith multiple.
e drink driving or driving whileoffences for high risk traffic behaviours (such as high-rang

disqualified) can increase the detection of these offenders on the roads. When combined with
an effective publicity campaign, ANPR may provide another method of, specific deterrence

for, these offenders,

3,3,2 Limitations of ANPR
While ANPl is a considered a robust tool liar- detecting unregistered vehicles and unlicensed
drivers, it is riot a total solution to the unlicensed driving problem, as the system is limited to

searching based on a number plate of a vehicle. The ANPR technology therefore cannot

distinguish whether an unlicensed person is driving or not at the time, and therefore requires

the interception of the flagged v,-chicle by police officers to determine furtler details. While
ANPR will not detect unlicensed drivers when they are driving a vehicle 'which is not

registered to them, Watson (2004) found in a study of unlicensed driving offenders, that
almost two thirds reported driving a vehicle they owned at the time they were detected.

Because the system relies on the licence plate of a vehicle to perform its searching function, it
is unlikely to be effective in detecting drivers that are driving a work or company vehicle.
Only where a registered owner of a vehicle is flagged as unlicensed will the vehicle be
flagged for unlicensed driving, when checked by the ANPR system, This allows for the
possible exclusion of a large number of vehicles from the 1potential reach of ANPR for
unlicensed driving detection and enforcement. Given that a major Inotivator for driving
unlicensed is the requirement to drive for v,rork purposes (Watson, 1-004) it must be
acknowledged that ANPRis not a panacea for tile. detection of unlicensed drivers. It is merely

one tool in the available 'toolkit' fortra.l'tic policing.
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Another concern with the use of ,AN PR technology is the potential for pur; ishinent avoidance,
The potential for offenders who reg'i to a `hit" to dove through an ANPR operation and not
be intercepted i s of particular concern . Watson (2004) found that punishment avoidance was
positively associated with the frequency of Unlicensed &iving and the intention to drive
unlicensed in the future . If the interceptin g officers at an ANPIZ operating site are all busy
and an offender is not intercepted , the resulting punishment avoidance experience can
potentially result in actual ly increa,siing the frequency of that offender's illc,,Lal behaviour,
This is a factor that must be considered when establishing ANPR operating procedures and

staffing for ANPR operations. This is considered to be especially important during the initial
stages of formal A.NPR operations.

It is arguable that the introduction of ANPR technology in Queensland has the potential to
increase the frequency of licence plate theft and licence plate cloning, as was the case in the
UK after the introduction of ANPR (Travelsafe C'omnrittee, 2008), The widespread use of
ANPR may increase these offences as some offenders attempt to avoid punishment for
unlicensed driving and registration offences, While intercept operations and checking
of existing databases would prevent the use of stolen plates as a means of avoiding detection,
the use of cloned plates may not. It is also considered that successful episodes ofpunislment
avoidance by utilising cloned plates would likely serve to increase the frequency of tine
offending behaviours.

Watson (2004) found that many offenders reduced their overall amount of driving in order to
evade detection, although this did not necessarily equate to safer driving. To this end,
unlicensed drivers may modify their behaviour to reduce their perceived risk of detection,
which may result in them driving only small distances from their residence, or driving at
times when they perceive the risk of detection to be low (such as when police resources are

typically lower). ANPR operations therefore would need to be carefully planned so that they
are random, difficult to avoid and occur at all times of day and night, ANPRoperations that
are unpredictable and ubiquitous will be very effective in increasing the percch ed risk of
detection for unlicensed driving and unregistered vehicle use,

The way in which ANPR technology operates creates specific issues for data security
management and privacy safeguards, as raised by the Travelsafe Committee (2008). In order
to gain public acceptance, the widespread use of ANPR technology would require procedures
to be put in place to protect the privacy of the public, the majority of who are not committing
unlicensed or unregistered vehicle traffic offences, Many of'the potential privacy problems
are overcome when only intercept operations are utilised. as `live' checking of existing
databases could be performed after a vehicle is intercepted, which would prevent the need for
recording details of all passing vehicles (Watson & Walsh, 2008).

4 RECOMMENDATIONS

From the evaluations to dcrtdken in this report from data provided by the ANPR Project teanm,

it is recommended that AAiPR technology he iti rnch^ceel ^f>^' t1'clffie policing opre'citions in

_Queensland. The ANPR system affords, substantial improvements over the current

technology for detecting unlicensed drivers, both in terms of the detection ability and the

operational efficiency and the deterrence value of the technology has the potential to

positively impact on road safety, It is recommended that the operating procedures, site

selection and staffing resources for ANPR operations ensure that punishment avoidance
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episodes are . mininiised. The procedures must adequately address the situations where
potential offenders are able to drive thorough hitch visiibility operations without being
intercepted.

It is recommended that ANPR operations should not take away resources from existing
effective traffic policing strategies , such as RBT. Rather ANPR is another technology that
can be undertaken in conjunction with other traffic policinge operations, ANPR is just one
tool in the toolbox for traffic policing operations, with each tout having specific app]icntinns
for detection and deterrence or specific offending hehaviours,

It is recommended that the issues of data security management and privncv safeguards, as
raised by the Travelsafe Committee (2008). are adequately addressed and the legislation
governinglrelating to the use of ANPR should be the suhjrct of further consideration. it is
important that operating procedures conform to the requirenme its of the ex sting legislation.

It is recommended that methods for reducing licence plate theft and license plate cloning be
investigated . The :introduction of ANPR technology in Queens land has the potential to
increase the frequency of these offences , as was the case in the UK after the introduction of
ANPR (Travelsafe Committee; 2008).

It is recommended that further consideration be. given to the introduction o f compulsory
carriage of licence for open licence holders in Queensland , to facilitate more routine licence
checking , The lack of compulsory carriage of licence is seen as a potential issue which may
limit the effectiveness of the ANPR technolog y for the detection and deterrence of unlicensed
driving,

It is recommended that ANPR be supported by an on-going public education campaign in
order to maximise the likely ;general deterrence effect,

Finally, it is recommended that on-going evaluation be undertaken in order to:
identify the appropriate level of resources to be devoted to ANPR relative to either
enforcement operations, and

• to fine tune ANPR practices,
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APPENDIX

SURVEY OF TRAFFIC OFFICERS

Phut stlue your drairivl rci punst un 1 fn¢l¢ cptaniuu, Wlttru ppproptiutt,

NPR Survev.

1. Location, FNI R NR C'R NCR SR SER MSR :YfNR OSC

Z, On how many occasions have you participated in an ANPR Operation?

1 2 3 More than 3

3,1foW effective is ANPR in the detection 9Ctargeted traffic offences?

lee'ry effective Cffcctit e Apr strut/i q will Not efject(ve

4. Do you believe ANPR technology his a role to play in traffic enforcement?

YES MU

Wbv7

1vorSutTE

35

5, Do you believe that the staffing numbers required to effectively undertake 01111 deployment/operations is an
effective use of resources?

YES NO ATOT SURE

6. What would be the most effective way to deploy the :.NPR technology?

(a) Stand-alone ANPR Operations

(b) Combined ANPR with other strategies (ie.Booze Bus, Lidar/Digicam, Random Drug Testing e

(c) Other

Why?

7. Is the accuracy of the current ANI'R database sufficient to alloweffecLive . operational deployment of ANPR
technology 7

YES NO NOT SURE

S. What improvements should be made to the database?

9. how can the deployment of ANPR be improved? Please use the manner in which ANPR wwastieplcycd during the
operational trials as tIr point of teferencc for thisey'estiosiF
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